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Cheques for Education
Designed to help protect against
fraudulent alteration and duplication.

Secure Printed Cheques
Kalamazoo produces secure cheques for a number of major banks,
as well as public and private sector organisations. Our secure printed
cheques have been specifically designed to protect against fraud.
Cheque fraud is a major problem
in the UK with the value of losses
caused by fraudulent activity
reaching tens of millions of pounds
each year. The overwhelming
majority of attempted cheque
fraud is stopped before cheques are
paid but the industry continues to
concentrate efforts on identifying it
through fraud prevention systems.

One way of protecting your
organisation against cheque
fraud is to use secure cheques.
Our cheques far exceed Cheque &
Credit Clearing Company (C&CCC )
standards in order to help minimise
the risk of fraudulent alteration and
duplication.
Thousands of satisfied customers
are testimony to the quality of our
cheques; this is backed up by over
50 years experience as a leading
cheque provider.
Our expert guidance will ensure
that your customised cheques fully
comply with C&CCC requirements
and protect your organisation from
the risks of fraud. Kalamazoo is a
C&CCC accredited security printer
and hologram applier, giving you
complete peace of mind.

SIMS Cheques
Kalamazoo’s SIMS Cheques incorporate high level overt and covert
security features to protect your establishment against cheque fraud.
Kalamazoo and Capita Education
Services work in partnership
to provide streamlined, secure
payment transactions within the
education sector.

Cheques can be fully personalised to
incorporate your logo and colours,
which helps increase the profile of
your education establishment every
time you make a payment.

To help combat cheque fraud and
safeguard your cheques against
attempted reproduction or
tampering, our SIMS cheques far
exceed the standards and security
guidelines set out by the C&CCC.

Our trained advisors will guide you
through the entire cheque ordering
process to ensure your personalised
cheques meet all design and
banking specifications.

Key Benefits
t

Secure cheques that meet
and exceed banking standard
cheque requirements

t

Personalised cheques to
enhance your establishment’s
corporate image

t

Maximum protection against
financial fraud

t

Kalamazoo is the only Capita
recommended cheque supplier

To find out more, call
01527 838 888

Call us to find out how we can help
protect you from financial fraud.

Security Features
CBS1 Watermarked Paper
The watermark and ultra violet dull
paper cannot be easily replicated.
Changes to a light brown colour
when attacked by acids, alkalis,
bleach or organic solvents.

Invisible Ultra Violet Ink
Under UV light, a previously
invisible image will appear to
identify an authentic cheque. This
is created as an intricate fine line
pattern for maximum protection.

Remittance Advice Protection
A distinct invisible UV
ink pattern is used
across the remittance
portion of the cheque.
This protects the
remittance and ensures
that any blank portion
cannot be used to
fraudulently reproduce
cheques.

Micro Text
A minute font size is
used which can only
be viewed through a
magnifying glass. If the
cheque is copied, the
text will blur, rendering
it unrecognisable.

Copyvoid™
Kalamazoo’s patented
deterrent against
photocopying shows
the word VOID on a
fraudulent copy.

Security Background Design/
Fugitive Panel
An intricate fine line pattern
(guilloche) protects all critical
areas of the cheque and enables
easy detection of alteration to
even a tiny portion of the cheque.

Security Inks
Aqua and solvent sensitive
inks protect against attempted
tampering using water and
solvents. The inks smudge upon
contact with these substances.
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